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No doubt, we have all been there before.
You have just arrived at an event on time and
have looked around the room briefly – only to
notice how underdressed you are for the
occasion! More importantly, the colleague
that you were counting on to show up,
genuinely apologies to you in a short text
message, as you walk in the door…. saying
that they can’t make the occasion as they
have to attend to some “last minute life crisis”.
Pity that they did not tell you about the dress
code when they talked you into attending
the event with them.
What to do?
... It’s too late to back out now and walk out
the door ….. you are already committed and
you have been noticed.
There are a number of people in the room
looking at you quizzically …trying to figure out
the stunned look on your face. You need to
compose yourself quickly as you have been
caught by surprise. You feel vulnerable.
Why? Because all of a sudden you have
found yourself in a space where you are not
in control.
“Think quickly!”….you say to yourself. “It can’t
be that bad”. “Surely there are people here
that have been in similar situations like me.
They should be easy to approach and talk
to”. But sadly that is not the case as most
guests are gathered together in neat and
annoying small groups. You say to yourself
…”Get with the program” …you can do
this….SMILE …..that’s a start! You can make it
up as you go, people have don’t it before
….it can’t be that bad.” So you take a deep
breath and then another one.

Somewhere deep within you…you
have found a button of familiarity.

It’s your automatic pilot button. You press it
quickly, compose yourself and sigh, as your
hand goes out to greet the person nearest to

you with that warm and reliable “icebreaker
smile” of yours. Your breathing becomes more
relaxed. You start up conversation and think
to yourself …”hey ..this is not so bad ..these
people are warm and welcoming. I must
remember next time to be more prepared for
such events and make a pre-enquiry about
the dress code!”
It can be emotionally challenging for us to
find ourselves in vulnerable situations, like this
one, as they can be quite tense and
humbling. The uncertainty can imbalance
you, as the fear of being judged or criticised
by people that you don’t know, creeps in. We
all want to be liked and accepted by others.

The truth however is that most
people are more empathetic to a
person that is vulnerable and humble
and not so perfect.
The studies show that people:
• relate more readily to those who are
humble and unassuming, in particular
those who hold leadership roles; and
• shy away from those that are more
self-assured and over confident.
It’s called the “Pratfall Principle” which was
originally conceived in 1966 by Elliot Aronson
who conducted a social psychology experiment on thoughts and behaviours. He found
that counter-intuitive benefits can be successfully drawn from vulnerable situations such as
when you make genuine mistake and recover
from it quickly and earnestly.
A good example of this is Jennifer Lawrence
who accidentally fell over as she climbed up
the red-carpet steps to collect her Oscar. She
became more endearing to her audience by
composing herself courageously and recovering quickly from the incident with a brave
smile.
The Pratfall Principle provides that we
become more likable and attractive to
others, in particular as leaders in the corporate world, when we admit our vulnerabilities

or make honest mistakes and then do our
very best to promptly recover from the
situation. Human empathy sets in because we
relate to people displaying genuine courage
and resilience in the face of adversity.

After all, no one is perfect and
there is no point of seeking to be
something that you are not.
So don’t be afraid of demonstrating your
vulnerability and “humanness” in front of
others, despite the emotional exposure – as it
can in fact make you more relatable, attractive and endearing!
As Sigmund Freud once said :
“Out of your vulnerabilities will come your
strength!”
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